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Heartrending and soaring songs of science-fiction, fantasy and literature by New York Times bestselling

author Julia Ecklar. 17 MP3 Songs FOLK: Folk Pop, ROCK: Instrumental Rock Details: "The music still

runs through my head at odd moments, and some of it I can sing." - Larry Niven "How come such a gifted

writer also gets to have such a beautiful voice? Wonderful songs and great backup in a brilliantly

produced album. Thanks to Julia and her friends, SF takes the lead in yet another art form." - David Brin

"...exudes an earnest and unquestionably appealing enthusiasm." - Jeff Berkwitz (SCI FI Magazine) The

year was 1986. The singer was only twenty-two, but since childhood she had been captivated by the

worlds of wonder and imagination that she discovered in fantasy and science fiction. In later years, she

would become a John W. Campbell award-winning writer of science fiction stories and novels, but for now

she poured all her imagination and creativity into crafting songs that combined haunting beauty with a

sweeping narrative style. The result was Divine Intervention, an album that shattered the boundaries of

science fiction and music with delicate orchestral and pulse-pounding rock settings of Julia Ecklar's

song-stories. Prometheus Music is delighted to unveil this long-awaited CD edition of Divine Intervention,

featuring the original album tracks -- polished and re-mastered for CD -- plus 14 minutes of previously

unavailable and new productions by the Divine Intervention musical team. Divine Intervention producer

Michael Moricz has since composed for the Disney, Showtime, PBS, Discovery and Fox networks, before

succeeding the late Johnny Costa as the music director for PBS's Mister Rogers Neighborhood. Michael

personally supervised the CD edition, and his contributions included a new, tear-jerking production of

Julia's Roxanne.
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